In an ironic sense Karl Marx was right. We are witnessing today a great
revolutionary crisis, a crisis where the demands of the economic order
are conflicting directly with those of the political order. But the crisis is
happening not in the free, non-Marxist West, but in the home of MarxistLeninism, the Soviet Union. It is the Soviet Union that runs against the
tide of history by denying human freedom and human dignity to its
citizens. It also is in deep economic difficulty. The rate of growth in the
national product has been steadily declining since the fifties and is less
than half of what it was then.

The dimensions of this failure are astounding: A country which employs
one-fifth of its population in agriculture is unable to feed its own people.
Were it not for the private sector, the tiny private sector tolerated in
Soviet agriculture, the country might be on the brink of famine. These
private plots occupy a bare 3 percent of the arable land but account for
nearly one-quarter of Soviet farm output and nearly one-third of meat
products and vegetables. Overcentralized, with little or no incentives,
year after year the Soviet system pours its best resource into the making
of instruments of destruction. The constant shrinkage of economic
growth combined with the growth of military production is putting a
heavy strain on the Soviet people. What we see here is a political
structure that no longer corresponds to its economic base, a society
where productive forces are hampered by political ones.

Some argue that we should encourage democratic
change in right-wing dictatorships, but not in
Communist regimes. Well, to accept this
preposterous notion--as some well-meaning people
have--is to invite the argument that once countries
achieve a nuclear capability, they should be allowed
an undisturbed reign of terror over their own
citizens. We reject this course.

While we must be cautious about forcing the pace of
change, we must not hesitate to declare our ultimate
objectives and to take concrete actions to move
toward them…. The objective I propose is quite
simple to state: to foster the infrastructure of
democracy, the system of a free press, unions,
political parties, universities, which allows a people
to choose their own way to develop their own
culture, to reconcile their own differences through
peaceful means.

Well, the task I've set forth will long outlive our own
generation. But together, we too have come through
the worst. Let us now begin a major effort to secure
the best--a crusade for freedom that will engage the
faith and fortitude of the next generation. For the
sake of peace and justice, let us move toward a world
in which all people are at last free to determine their
own destiny.
--Ronald Reagan, Speech to Parliament, 8 June 1982

